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DECOMMISSIONINGOF THE I05-F AND I05-H FUEL STORAGE
BASINS IN THE 100 AREA AT THE HANFORD SITE

P. W. Griffin

ABSTRACT

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) owns the eight surplus production
" reactors at the Hanford Site north of Richland, Washington. The fuel storage

basins at the I05-F and I05-H reactors were filled with equipment, associated
with the operation of the basins and clean fill in 1970. This was done to
stabilize the residual sediment and a few feet of water in the reactors' fuel
storage basins. This project investigates the subject basins to locate and
remove overlooked fuel elements left in the basins.

INTRODUCTION

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has been prepared to examine the
environmental impacts associated with several alternatives being considered
for decommissioning the surplus production reactors at the Hanford Site. The
EIS analysis assumes that the basins are free of reactor fuel elements before
the start of final decommissioning. Because the I05-F and I05-H fuel storage
basins are filled with debris and dirt that may possibly cover spent fuel
elements that had inadvertently been left in the basins, this project will
locate and remove any fuel elements that may be present. The project will
leave the facilities in a suitable condition for the decommissioning
alternative that is selected by the EIS Record of Decision (ROD).

BACKGROUND

Physical Characteristics of the Basins

A fuel storage basin is contained in each of the surplus production
reactor facilities. The fuel storage basin served as a collection, storage,
and transfer facility for the irradiated fuel elements discharged from the
reactor. This storage facility is composed of approximately 24-m (80-ft) wide
by 30.5-m (100-ft) long by 6-m (20-ft) deep concrete basins that contained 6-m
(20-ft) of water to act as a coolant and shielding for the irradiated fuel.
The fuel was stored in stainless steel baskets in rows separated by a 1-m
(3-ft) high concrete wall. Over the years, considerable sediment collected on
the bottom of the basins. The sediment contains transuranics, fission
products, and activated coolant materials. Each basin contains an estimated
50,000 kg of sediment.

In preparing for stabilizing the basins, the water level was reduced to
approximately 0.6 m (2 ft) deep. Some of the fuel storage baskets were
removed from I05-H and I05-F basins. The wood deck was dropped into the
basins. A monorail system above each aisle that originally provided access _o
the fuel baskets was cut from the ceiling and dropped into the basin.
Miscellaneous objects removed from the building were also placed in the basin
before backfilling. The backfill material, approximately 3,420 m3
(4,500 yd3), placed in the I05-F basin was obtained from the local surface and
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is essentiallyaeolian sand. At the 105-H basin the backfill,aapproximately4,400 m_ (5,800yd3), was obtained from a nearby barrow pit _.._is mostly
cobble dispersedwith rock up to 15 cm (6 in.) in diameter. In either case
the backfill was not compacted.

Basins RemediationDesign

- A definitive design for remediationof the I05-F and I05-H basins was
accomplishedin fiscal year (FY) 1990. The design provided drawings for the
I05-F and I05-H building modificationsand material handling equipment needed

" to excavate and monitor the fill removal. The constructionand procurement
specificationfor major work componentswere prepared during the definitive
design phase. A 150-hp vacuum will be used as the primary backfill removal
system at the I05-F basin. By eliminatingthe need for the belt conveyor
system at I05-F, installing,dismantling,and transferringcomponents for the
I05-H basin effort will not b(_required. This will result in a potential
savingsof approximately$343,000.

Basins RemediationAction Plan

During FY 1991 and 1992, the fill (soil and water) in I05-F and
I05-H basins will be sampled and analyzed to define the material packaging and
disposal strategy, and determinethe methods to be used for the fill
dispositioning. The basin fill material will be characterizedboth for
radionuclidesand chemicals parameters. The analyticalresults will serve as
boundaries for these materialsto determine if the fill should be designated
as noncontaminated,radioactive-contaminated,dangerous, or mixed waste, and
to identifyproper disposalmethods.

The basin operationswill installan air handling systems for the work
area that filters, preheats,and exhausts outside air via an exhauster with
one bank pf nine prefilters,and two banks of nine HEPA filters [0.472 m3/s
(1,000 ft;/m)per filter]. The exhaust stack contains differentialpressure
port, velocity, and radiationsamplingprobes. Radiation sampling of the
stack effluent discharge is on a continuousbasis utilizing alpha and beta-
gamma continuous air monitors, and record samples.

Water in the !05-H basin will be pumped out before backfill removal is
initiated. The residual water collectedwill be transportedfor disposal in
an approved Hanford Site facility. Fill removal from the basins will be
performed by the 150-hp vacuum and small loader tractors using clamshell
buckets at I05-H basin (Fig. I) to discharge the fill onto conveyor systems
leading into trucks and/or shipping containers. Metal and radiation detectors

- will be mounted on the conveyor systems. Metallic or radioactivematerial
passing the detectors will immediatelystop the systems so the material can be
removed.

Debris, sediment, and soil that is highly contaminated(greater than
100-mR/hr)will be placed in concrete-linedsteel containers and sent to the
200 Area for disposal. Uncontaminatedand low-levelradioactivecontaminated
fill will be disposed of at respectiveapproved locations.
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Fuel elements will be placed in certified shipping casks for transfer to
IO0-K Area basins. The material containingdangerouswaste will be removed
for disposal at an appropriateResource Conservationand Recovery Act of
1976" (RCRA) compliantfacility. Mixed waste will be segregated from other
waste to reduce the volume requiring processingand dispositioningas mixed
waste.

The I05-F and I05-H basins' fill removalmay present some radiological
hazards if irradiatedfuel items are found. Experiencegained in past basin
cleanout projects (i.e., I05-B, -C, -D, and-DR basins) will prove invaluable

" in dealing with the expected radiologicalconditions. As the backfill removal
process approachesthe bottom of the basins a layer of soil will be used for
shieldingapproximately1-m (3-ft) from the bottom of the basins. This will
keep exposure levels at a minimum and prevent workers from coming in contact
with high dose rate items. From that depth downward,only small areas will be
excavatedat a time within the I05-H basin and a small backhoe attachmentwill
be used on a loader tractor and will provide shielding and distance for the
operator allowing for prudent extraction of high dose rate items. At both
basins the actual removalof some items may require the use of remotely
operated equipment or tools. The control of contaminationproblems will be
achieved using existing standard equipmentand procedures. Experience show
these procedures to be effective in keeping radiologicalhazards as low as
reasonably achievablewith respect to the work force.

As the initialbasin area is cleared of unnecessaryequipment, the walls
and floor will be either coated with a fixative in preparation for in-place
decommissioningor stabilizedfor dismantlementdecommissioning.

PROJECTACTIVITIES

Fill Sampling and Analyses

Sampling and analyses of the I05-F and I05-H basins' fill (soil and
water) is required to characterizethe basin materials. These data will be
used to define the material packaging and disposal strategy, includingmethods
that will be used for the fill dispositioning. The basin fill material will
be characterizedfor both radionuclidesand chemicalsparameters. The
analytical resultswill be used to determine if the fill should be designated
as noncontaminated,radioactive-contaminated,dangerous, or mixed waste, and
to identify the boundaries of these materials so that they can be disposed of
properly.

The sample methodologyutilizes a stratifiedthree dimensional random and
• bias grab sampling strategy (e.g., landfill strategy)based on process

knowledgewith analyticalmethods used in accordancewith the
U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency's (EPA) guidelines or their equivalent.

" The sampling plan was developed to provide a statisticallyrepresentative
sample database for characterizationof the fill, sediment, and water in the
basins.

z

"ResourceConservationand Recover),Act of 1976, as amended, Public
Law 94-580, 90 Stat. 2795, 42 USC 6901 et seq.
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Each basin will have ten sites for vertical sampling. Four sites will be
for inorganic/organic(I/O) and radionuclide/transuranic(R/T) sampling, and
six will be for near-surfaceradionuclidesampling. The four sites designated
For vertical I/O and R/T samplingwill have four locations for obtaining
strata samples the "surface"0 m (0 ft), -3.1 m (-10 ft), -5.2 m (-17 ft), and
the "bottom"-6.1/-9.1 m (-20/-30ft) materials. Five of the six sites
designated for vertical near-surfaceradionuclidesamplingwill have three
strata sampling locations at surface level, -3.1 m (-10 ft), and -5.2 m
(-17 ft). The sixth near-surfacesite will have strata sampling locationsat
0.305-m (l-ft) intervals from the surface to the -5.2 m (-17 ft) depth.

The basins' backfill method and known conditions before the basin was
filled is contemplatedto have establisheda un_form stratified I/O
distributionthroughout the majority of the fi_l. The greatest concentration
of radionuclidesand chemicalsnear the basins' floor may have been in contact
with residual basin water and sedimentmaterial. The vertical sampling
locationsdesignated to sample bottom materials were selected utilizing a bias
sampling strategy. This was based on previous basin high concentrationof
material locations identifiedwhen cleaning the I05-B, -C, -D, and -DR basins.
The near-surfacesample locationswere selected utilizing a random and bias
sampling strategy, and will be used as a backup site for obtaining bottom
samples in case the primary bottom sites fail to reach the basin bottom.

Based on the previous activitiesand known conditions in the 105-F and
I05-H basins, four potential populationshave been identifiedfor sampling
purposes. Two populations for the I/O related sampling are -6.1 m or -9.1 m
(-20/-30ft) "bottom" to a -5.2 m (-17 ft) basin surface. Two for the R/T
related sampling are also a -6.1 m or-9.1 m (-20/-30 ft) "bottom" to -5.2 m
(-17 ft) surface, with a possible-5.2 m (-17 ft) to -3.1 m (-10 ft) strata
that may contain radionuclideconcentrationslevels betweenthose of the
bottom material requiringlow level burial disposal and those above levels of
release for local demolitiondisposal sites. In this situationthe -5.2 m
(-17 ft) to-3.1 m (-10 ft) strata may allow local facilitiesusing allowable
residual concentrationlevel (ARCL)methodology for below grade space in situ
disposal alternativesto be utilized. The two I/O related sampling
populationsconsist of those basin strata where material that could be
designated as dangerouswaste are not anticipatedto be present [-5.2 m
(-17 ft) to basins' surface] and the basin strata where material that could be
designated as dangerous waste may be present [-67.1/-9.1m (-20/-20 ft) at the
basins' bottom] to -5.2 m (-17 ft). The two R/T related sampling populations
consist of those basin strata where radionuclideconcentrationslevels for low
level and/or transuranic (TRU) materials are not anticipated [-5.2 m (-17 ft)
to basins' surface] to be present and those basin strata where radionuclide
concentrationslevels for low level and/or TRU materials are anticipated

[-6.1/-9.1m (-20/-30 ft) to -5.2 m (-17 ft) at the basins' bottom] to be
present.

The two I/O and R/T related sampling populationshave been identifieddue
to the residual basin material (sedimentand water) residing in proximity of
the basins' floor during the backfill placement (dump truck/dozer)operation
from the top-sides of the basins' area. lt is postulated that the I05-F and
I05-H basins have a uniformdistributionof inorganicand organic which are
probably present in insufficientconcentrationsto be designated as mixed
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waste based on the past backfillmaterial sampling of the 105-F and -H basins
and the sampling of residual basin material from I05-B, -C, -D, and
-DR basins.

The two R/T related samplingpopulationshave been identifiedbecause of
irradiatedfuel breakage during defuelingoperations. The breakage has the
potentialof spreadingthe TRU material to other parts of the basin through
fuel handling operations. The samplingstrategy was to select the basin areas
where sedimentprocessed fuel segmentwas found in 1984, while cleaning the
basins, lt is anticipatedthat TRU materials in insufficientconcentrations

• requiringTRU disposal will most likely be present in these areas only.

Based on the four anticipatedpopulationsdiscussed above and previous
Functionaluses of the basin areas listed below, the areas have been
stratified into the bottom [-6.1/-9.1m (-20/-30 ft) to -5.2 m (-17 ft)],
middle [-5.2 m (-17 ft) to -3.1 m (-10 ft)], and top [-3.1 m (-10 ft) to
basins' surface] strata.

• The transfer pits are where the fuel elements were removed from the
fuel storage buckets and placed into well-car transfer casks.

• The fuel element dischargechute area is where the elements entered
the basins after discharge from the reactor process tubes, and then
were picked up and placed in the fuel storage buckets before being
moved from this area for basin storage.

The wash pad area is where processcomponents could be lifted out of
the basins via an elevator onto the wash p,ld.

• The center of the basins' storage area is consideredto be the area
that best represents the majority status of the basin materials
without the above influences.

Based on EPA guidelines,a stratifiedthree dimensional bias and random
grab samplingplan has been applied to each of the three stratums listed
previously. Using this plan, four basin site locations have been identified
for sample collection. The cost for one I/O analyses is ._ubstantialand the
distributionis expected to be uniformthroughout the majority of the basin
area. Fill/sediment(F/S) from only the bottom [-6.1/-9.1m (-20/-30 ft),
-5.2 m (-17 ft), and -3.05 m (-10 ft)] levels in each of the four sites will
be sent to the laboratory for I/O analyses or 12 of the 16 samples obtained.
The F/S from all 20 sampleswill be sent to the laboratory for radioisotopic
(R or R/T) qualitativeand quantitativeanalyses. Two duplicate F/S samples

• (6.5 liter samplesdivided into containers according to test laboratory
requirements)will be collected from two of the four sites in the basin areas
designated for both I/O and radioisotopicanalyses, and will be sent to the
appropriatelaboratory for analyses,along with the other samples, to check
the consistencyof laboratory results.

Within each of the four locationsidentified for sampling,the locations
for collectingthe samples will be specifiedin the sampling procedure. The
sampling points will be based on the sediment areas identifiedwhen the basins
were cleaned in 1984.
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A total of four, 4.5-1iterwater sampleswill be collected during the
sampling of the basin areas. The water in the basin became mixed during the
1970 pumpdown and to layaway levels during backfillingand has remained
dormant for 21 years. A 6.5-1iter sample will be taken at each basin when
obtaining the bottom [-6.1/-9.I-m(-20/-30-ft)]F/S sample at the transfer
pit, chute pick up area, and the center of the basin. These samples will be
subjectea to I/O and radioisotopic(includingtritium) analyses.

If the I/O or R/T analyses identify I/O substancesor radionuclidesin
the samples designatingthe materials as mixed waste or TRU waste, then

" statisticalanalyses shall determine the boundariesof these material so that
they can be disposed of appropriately.

Quality control (QC) samples will be prepared and shipped with samples
subjectedto I/O analyses to ensure that sampling,transportation,and
analyses processeshave not contaminatedthese samples. The QC samples will
consist of one trip blank for each 20 sample location points. These samples
will be subjectedto I/O analyses. For each medium sampled a QC field/rinsate
blank sample will be obtained (i.e., one for water sampling,one for F/S
sampling,and one for slurry sampling).

The sample collectionwill be accomplishedusing a combinationof
sampling equipment. The basin wireline core-barrelsampling (WCBS)will
utilize the vibratorydrill unit to advance the boring/samplecomponents.
A head assembly attached to the inner barrel allows it to remain stationary
while the outer barrel is rotated. The vibratorydrill exerts pressure on the
bit and rotation is not considered necessaryfor basin sampling. The WCBS
does not have to remove the outer barrel from the boring each time a sample is
taken. If needed, the core-barrelcan be fitted with a plug bit and the
boring advancedwithout taking subsurfaces_mples.

Depth measurementsshall be logged in the field log and are based on
cumulativemeasurementsof drill rods, length of down hole tools, constants,
,,andamount of stick-up at the borehole collcr. Particular attentionmust be
paid to ensure that the sample depth of the bit is at the correct location.

The basin liquid pumping method will utilize the WCBS/vibratorydrill
unit to providethe access channel for the sample tube. Liquid samples will
be obtained from the basins' bottom using a peristalticor roto-flex pumps.

The laboratorieswill separate the liquid and solid phases to obtain
material required for the analyses. The four sets of two 40-ml samples will
be collected in 40-ml volatile organic analysis septum bottles. The septum
bottles shall be filled ensuring that no air bubbles are trappedwithin the
bottles when closed.

• The sampling lines and apparatuswill be replaced with new precleaned
components after each location point is sampled to prevent cross-contamination
of the samples. The sampling apparatusbefore being reused will be swiped,
surveyed,and radiologicallydecontaminated. After use the apparatuswill be
sent to the 1706--KERCRA DecontaminationFacility for chemical cleaning. The
QC sample (i.e., trip blank and rinsate)described in the sample work
procedurewill be prepared and analyzed along with the other samplesto
determine if the sampleswere contaminatedduring sampling, transportationto
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the laboratory,or during laboratoryanalyses. If contaminationof the sample
is determined from this QC sample,resamplingmay be required.

I05-F Basin Fill RemovalWork

The sandy fill in the I05-F basin will be removed by a 150-hp vacuum
equipped with a 7.6-m3 (10-yd3) hopper and double-tippingdischarge valve for

" continuous operation. Up to three I0.2-cm (4-in.)diameter pick-up nozzles at
the end of flexible hoses will be connected to the six fixed pick-up stations
located throughoutthe basin. The nozzles will be suppliedwith an intake

" screen to prevent the entry of materials larger than 3.493-cm (I.375-in.).
The vacuum will be mounted over the lower end of a inclinedscrew conveyor on
an elevated platform located in the transfer bay. The scrcw conveyor will
discharge into trucks or containerson the floor through a loading spout at
maximum rate of 27,213 kg/h (30 tons/h). A dust collector connected to the
screw conveyor and the loading spout will be provided.

A metal detector surroundingthe vertical chute under the vacuum
discharge,and one or more radiationdetectors will be mounted over the high
end of the screw conveyor.

To facilitate the removal of buckets and miscellaneousitems from the
basin floor, five monorails equipped with 1,814 kg (2 ton) capacity motorized
hoists will be provided. Because the strengthof the existing roof beams, the
maximum hook load on the hoist will be limitedto 1,360 kg (1.5 tons) at this
basin. Prefabricatedmetal catwal:_ for the hoist operators and a 1.52-m
(5 ft) wide wood walkway for moving the recovered items to the wash area will
be also provided. The catwalks are designed for 800.5Tkg/m2 (50-1b/ft2)
uniform loading, and the wood walkway for a 2,401-kg/m_ (150-psf) uniform or a -
226.8-kg (500 Ib) concentratedmoving load to accommodatethe platform trucks
used on the walkway. Two sets of access stairs to the excavation area will be
provided. Each section of the stair will cover a 1.37-m (4.5-ft) excavation
depth and will be supportedby hangers from the existing concrete beams.
As the excavation deepens a new stair sectionwill be installed.

Fill removal will start at the transfer pits followed by the basin area
which will be excavated in .61-m (2-ft) deep lifts. To reduce dust at the
beginningof the excavation,and to reduce or totally eliminate the need for
dewatering as the work reaches the lower part of the fill, the top of the
excavationwill be sloped 10 percent or more to the north. The three nozzles
will be arranged to operate in the lower (wetter)and higher (dryer) fill
areas at any one time. This will result in a more uniform moisture in the
reclaimedsand. Near the end of the excavation,the sand may have to be

- partiallydewatered to remove "free moisture." This will be done by slowing
down the speed of the screw conveyor (i.e., changing reducer pulley(s) and
V-belts) to allow more time for dewatering. Water removed by the screw

• conveyorweir section may be collected in two steel settling tanks placed next
to the equipment, then pumped to Frac-tanksor drums in an adjoining area for
solidificationand disposal. These tanks will be filled and emptied
alternatelyto allow for silt settlement.

Any metallic material leaving the hopper or radioe,five material passing
the detectors will immediatelystop the double-tippingaischarge valve and the
screw conveyor so that the material can be removed. The vacuum will remain
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online until its hopper is filled to capacity and the system is shut down
automatically.

Operationswill resume by startingthe screw conveyor and hopper
dischargevalve, follo_.edby the vacuum system when the material level in the
hopper has fallen below the low-leveldetector.

• Steel lifting hooks, lifting grips, and sharp pointed lifting tongs
attached to the hoist will be used to remove the buckets, monorail beams, and
wood material. These will be placed on the platform trucks operating on the

" 1.52-m (5-ft)wide wood walkway connectedto the wash pad area.

Debris, sediment, and soil that is highly contaminated(i.e., reading
greater than 100 mR/h) will be placed in concrete-linedsteel containers and
sent to the 200 Area of the Hanford Site for disposal. Uncontaminatedfill
will be disposed of in the area's concrete clearwell basin or other approved
location. Low-levelradioactivecontaminatedfill will be analyzed to
determine if it can be disposed of in the below-gradespaces in the
105 facilityor other approved location. Disposal cannot cause the facility
to exceed the 25 mrem/yr release limit when they are decommissioned. Fuel
elementswould be placed in containersfor transfer to IO0-K Area basins. The
material containingdangerous waste will be removed for disposal in an
appropriateRCRA-compliantfacility. The mixed waste will be segregated from
the other waste categories to reduce the volume of waste requiring processing
and dispositioningas mixed waste.

As the initialbasin area is cleared of unnecessaryequipment, the walls
and floor will be coated with a fixative for in-place decommissioning,or
stabilizedfor dismantlementdecommissioning.

I05-H Basin Fill Removal Work

The sandy gravel fill with some cobbles in the I05-H basin will have
approximately74% passage through a 3.8-cm (1.5-in.)standard sieve and can be
vacuumed; the remaining 26% must be removed by small loader tractors. The
three loaderswill remove more of the fill since the buckets will pick up some
of the fines. Dewatering of this basin will be completed before fill is
removed.

Fill removal in this basin will be by the 150 hp vacuum and
loader/clamshellbuckets, both dischargingonto a belt conveyor. The conveyor
will discharge onto the trucks or containersof the floor through a loading
spout at maximum rate of 27,313 kg/h (30 tons/h). Dust collectors connected

• to the conveyor head chute and the loading spout will be provided. Monorails

[1,814-kg (2-ton)capacities],with operator catwalks,and a 3 96-m (1_-ft)
wide wood walkway design to support the belt conveyor and a 2,401 kg/m

" (150 psr) uniform load or the empty weight of a loader tractor will be
provided.

The metal detectors and the r_diationdetectors will be mounted on the
belt conveyordownstream of the vacuum discharge.

Fill removalwill be in .61-m (2-ft) deep lifts starting with the vacuum
removing the minus 3.8-cm (1.5-in.)material in a designated area (initially,
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in the two rows where the deck beams were removed) of the basin. The loaders
will follow to remove the plus 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) material and some of the sand
in the same area, while vacuumingof the minus 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) material is

I performed in other areas of the basin. These steps will be repeated until thebasin is clearedof all material.

Any metallic or radioactivematerial passing the detectors will
• immediatelystop the double-tippingdischarge valve and the belt conveyor so

that the material can be removed. The vacuum will remain on line until its
hopper is filled to c._pacityand the system is automaticallyshut down.

I

Operationswill resume by first stBrting the belt conveyor and the hopper
dischargevalve, followed by the vacuum system when the material level in the
hopper has fallen below the low-leveldetector. The loader tractor may also
resume working as soon as the conveyor has started.

Steel lifting hooks, lifting grips, and sharp pointed lifting tongs
. attached to the hoist will be used to remove the buckets,monorail beams, wood

material and place them on the pl_:'formtrucks operating on the 3.96-m (1_!-ft)
wide wood walkway c_nnected to the transfer bay area.

Debris, sediment, and soil will be dispositionedand disposed of in a
manner similar to the I05-F basin materials.

As the initial basin area is clearedof unnecessaryequipment, the walls
and floor will be coated with a fixative for in-nlace decommissioningor
stabilized for dismantlementdecommissioning.

CONCLbSIONS

The projectdesign will leave the facilities in a condition for the
decommissioningalternativethat is selected by the EIS ROD. The project will
ensure *_.hatthe basins are free of fuel elements and are ready for final
decommissioning.

The basins' fill sampling and analysiswill identify,establish
boundaries,and facilitatedisposal of the materials as nonradioactive
contaminated,mixed, and/or hazardouschemical waste. The fill sample

. analyses report will reduce or eliminatethe need for in-processmaterial
analyses except for specific disposal conditions and may make the field survey
instrumentsthe primary, material disposaldesignating tool.

The basins' material disposal will be considered under the jurisdiction
• of DOE. If hazardous chemicalwaste are identified,activitiesrelated to

permitting and conduct will be implementedin accordancewith the EPA and
Washington State Department of Ecology.

A ROD for the surplus productionreactor decommissioningEIS is expected
to be issued in the last quarter of FY 1991. lt is anticipatedthat the ROD

- will select decommissioningthe reactor facilities by dismantlementand moving
the reactor block material to an approvedburial ground near the 200 Area of
the Hanford Site. The ROD is also expected to concur on dispositioningof the
remainingrubble using ARCL methodology.

10
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